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Magnetic-field effects in ultracold molecular collisions

Alessandro Volpi and John L. Bohn*
JILA and Department of Physics, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309

~Received 10 January 2002; published 2 May 2002!

We investigate the collisional stability of magnetically trapped ultracold molecules, taking into account the
influence of magnetic fields. We compute elastic and spin-state-changing inelastic rate constants for collisions
of the prototype molecule17O2 with a 3He buffer gas as a function of the magnetic field and the translational
collision energy. We find that spin-state-changing collisions are suppressed by Wigner’s threshold laws as long
as the asymptotic Zeeman splitting between incident and final states does not exceed the height of the cen-
trifugal barrier in the exit channel. In addition, we propose a useful one-parameter fitting formula that describes
the threshold behavior of the inelastic rates as a function of the field and collision energy. Results show a
semiquantitative agreement of this formula with the full quantum calculations, and suggest useful applications
also to different systems. As an example, we predict the low-energy rate constants relevant to evaporative
cooling of molecular oxygen.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The probable success of experiments aimed at produ
magnetically trapped ultracold molecular samples depe
heavily on the effects of collisional processes. For exam
paramagnetic alkali-metal dimers can be produced via p
tassociation of ultracold atoms@1#, but the resulting mol-
ecules, typically in high-lying vibrational states, are subj
to vibrational quenching collisions@2,3# that can release a
large amount of energy and dramatically affect the efficien
of the cooling. Alternatively, cold molecules in their vibra
tional ground states can be produced either by thermal c
tact with a cold helium buffer gas@4# or by Stark slowing,
for species that possess an electric dipole moment@5,6#. Col-
lisions are of obvious importance to buffer-gas cooli
~BGC!, as well as to forced evaporative cooling~EC! that
will be required to lower the temperature of these gases
ther and achieve, for instance, Bose-Einstein condensa
~BEC!. Both processes require large elastic collision rate
thermalize the gas.

So far EC has not been realized in practice for molecu
but the success of the BGC technique for the production
cold CaH@4# and PbO@7# molecules suggests that in the ne
future it will be possible to achieve BEC using cold mo
ecules. This would open the way for a number of new a
fascinating experiments.

In order to be magnetically trapped, atoms or molecu
must be in a weak-field-seeking state, i.e., a state whose
ergy increases with the strength of the magnetic field.
each trappable weak-field-seeking state there is, in gener
lower-energy untrapped strong-field-seeking state, in wh
the molecules experience a force away from the center of
trap. Collisions can drive transitions between the trapped
untrapped states. These ‘‘bad’’ collisions can cause hea
or atom loss. It is, therefore, important to assess the
constants for the inelastic collisions.

In a series of previous papers the resilience of molec
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oxygen against spin-changing collisions was investigated
collisions of O2 molecules both with a helium buffer gas@8#,
and with other O2 molecules@9#. These studies found tha
spin-changing rates due to spin-rotation coupling could
quite large. However, in the case of the17O2 molecule,
where in the limit of zero field the only allowed exit channe
are energetically degenerate with the incident channels, s
flipping transitions require boosting the centrifugal angu
momentum fromL50 to L52, meaning that these pro
cesses are strongly suppressed by the Wigner’s thres
laws at collision energies smaller than the height of the e
channel centrifugal barrier.

The results in Refs.@8,9# considered only the case of
vanishing external magnetic field, which is obviously not t
case in experiments that trap molecules using spatially in
mogeneous magnetic fields. The present paper, therefore
plores the role that the fields play in determining sp
changing collision rates. As we demonstrate, the presenc
a magnetic field causes a Zeeman asymptotic splitting
tween incident and exit channels, thus lifting the collisi
energy higher relative to the centrifugal barrier in the e
channel, and removing the Wigner-Law suppression.

Studies of spin-changing ultracold collisions in the pre
ence of an external magnetic field have been performed
far only for atomic species@10–12#. In this paper, we presen
a detailed dynamical study at cold and ultracold temperatu
for the atom-diatom system,17O2-3He, in a field. The basic
model is described in Sec. II. In Sec. III we calculate elas
and inelastic rate constants for collisions involving t
lowest-lying trappable state of17O2 over a wide range of
field values~from 0 up to 5000 G!, and then discuss the
dependence of the rates on collision energy for several
resentative values of the field. This system is of direct r
evance to the BGC of molecular oxygen. Generally, it allo
us to quantify the removal of the Wigner’s law suppress
as the field increases in strength. On this basis we determ
a simple one-parameter fitting formula that reproduces
trend with field and energy of the loss rates. In Sec. IV
use this formula to extend previous results on O2-O2 colli-
©2002 The American Physical Society12-1
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sions to estimate the influence of the field on EC of t
system.

II. THEORY

As mentioned in the Introduction, we will consider in th
paper molecules consisting of two17O atoms, whose nuclea
spin i is equal to 5/2. We assume that total nuclear spiI
5 i11 i2 is conserved in the collision and polarized to
maximum value ofI55, implying that the even molecula
rotational statesN are separated from the odd ones@13#. We
limit the discussions of this paper to the ‘‘even-N’’ manifold
of molecular states, which is more appealing for cooling p
poses@8,9# having a paramagnetic ground state with spin

The electronic spinS of the O2 molecule has magnitud
S51 in the electronic ground state3Sg

2 we are concerned
with throughout this paper. The angular momentumS is
coupled to the molecular rotation angular momentumN to
give J, the total molecular angular momentum, which a
sumes the valuesN21, N, andN11 for N . 0 and is 1 for
N50. The Hamiltonian operatorĤO2

for molecular oxygen
in the presence of an external magnetic fieldB can be written
as

ĤO2
5BeN̂

21Ĥ f s1ĤB , ~1!

where Be is the rotational constant. The17O2 molecule is
considered to be a rigid rotor, with internuclear distance f
zen to the equilibrium value ofr 052.282 bohr~the rigid
rotor model has been shown to be very accurate for
system at the investigated collision energies@14#!. The fine-
structure HamiltonianĤ f s and the HamiltonianĤB for the
interaction of the molecule with the external magnetic fie
follow the treatment in Ref.@15#, disregarding the molecula
hyperfine interaction.

The fine-structure Hamiltonian is given as@15#

Ĥ f s5S 2

3D 1/2

lT2~Ŝ,Ŝ!•T2~aW ,aW !1gN̂•Ŝ, ~2!

whereaW is a unit vector parallel to the molecular axis andT2

is a second-rank tensor@16,17#. The fine-structure param
etersg and l have been taken from Ref.@18#, where they
have been determined by microwave spectroscopy.

The interaction of the field with the electronic spin can
expressed as@19,20#

ĤB5gmBŜ•B̂, ~3!

where B̂ indicates the external magnetic field,g is the g
factor of the electron andmB is the Bohr magneton. Follow
ing Ref.@20#, we ignore a small interaction between the fie
and the rotational angular momentum.

The matrix elements forĤ f s and ĤB have been given in
Ref. @15#, Eqs.~A 5! and~A 6!, for a Hund’s caseb basis set.
We note here that the molecular rotational quantum num
N is no longer strictly a good quantum number for the m
lecular states, because different values ofN are coupled to-
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gether by the fine-structure HamiltonianĤ f s and by the in-
teraction with the external field. The molecular total angu
momentum quantum numberJ is still a good quantum num
ber with respect toĤ f s , but not with respect to the field
interactionĤB term. However, its projectionMJ on the labo-
ratory quantization axis is still conserved.

Consequently, our basis functions should be labeled
unMJ&, wheren is a shorthand index denoting the pair
quantum numbers (N,J) in the field dressed basis@13#. How-
ever, the coupling between differentNs is weak~the fine-
structure coupling is small compared to the rotational se
ration! andN can be considered ‘‘almost’’ as a good quantu
number. Similarly, J is also approximately good fo
laboratory-strength magnetic fields, so that we can use w
out confusion the labeluN J MJ&.

Magnetic trapping is strongly related to the behavior
the molecules in a magnetic field. The low-energy Zeem
levels of oxygen are displayed in Fig. 1 for the even-N spe-
cies. ~Throughout this paper we report on the energies
units of Kelvin by dividing by the Boltzmann constantkB .
These units are related to wave numbers via 1
50.695 cm21!. In order to be trapped in the usual magne
traps a molecule must be in a weak-field-seeking state,
one whose energy rises with increasing magnetic-fi
strength. Thus the stateuN J MJ&5u0 1 1& is the lowest-
lying trappable state of the even-N manifold, and this is the
state on which we focus our attention below. This state
indicated by a heavy line in Fig. 1. Higher-lying states w
N>2 are energetically forbidden at low temperatures.

It is clear from Fig. 1 that for any trapped state there is
untrapped, strong-field-seeking Zeeman state at a lower
ergy. These states are not merely untrapped but antitrap
experiencing a force away from the trapping region. In
magnetic trap, collisions with buffer-gas atoms, or more g
erally with other molecules, will therefore ultimately deple
the trap of its molecular population. The time available f
cooling processes like BGC or EC, as well as the lifetime
a molecular Bose-Einstein condensate, is therefore lim

FIG. 1. The lowest-energy Zeeman levels of O2 for the even-N
rotational manifold. These levels are usefully labeled by the
proximate rotational~N! and total spin~J! quantum numbers, along
with the projectionMJ of total spin onto the magnetic field. Th
heavy line indicates the lowest-lying trappable stateuN J MJ&
5u0 1 1&.
2-2
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MAGNETIC-FIELD EFFECTS IN ULTRACOLD . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 052712
and the knowledge of the rate constants for spin-flipp
collisions is essential to predict their feasibility.

In Ref. @8#, the theoretical framework for atom-diatom
scattering was derived in the limit of zero external fie
along the lines of the model originally by Arthurs and Da
garno@21,22#, and properly modified to incorporate the ele
tronic spin of the oxygen molecule. Here, the formulation
the scattering problem is further extended to account for
interaction with the external magnetic field.

The full Hamiltonian operator describing the He-O2 col-
lision is given by

Ĥ52
\2

2m F d2

dR22
L̂2

R2G1ĤO2
1V~R,u!, ~4!

after multiplying the wave function byR in order to remove
first derivatives. Herem is the reduced mass for the He-O2
system,R is the modulus of the Jacobi vector joining th
atom to the molecule’s center-of-mass,L̂2 is the centrifugal
angular momentum operator, andĤO2

is the molecular oxy-
gen Hamiltonian defined in Eq.~1!. The potential termV,
depending on both the Jacobi vectorR and on the bending
angle u that the molecule’s axis makes with respect toR,
accounts for the He-O2 interaction. We use theab initio po-
tential energy surface~PES! by Cybulski et al. @23#, which
approximates the true well depth to;20%.

The full multichannel calculation requires castingV(R,u)
in an appropriate angular momentum basis. Our field dres
basis for close-coupling calculations is then

uO2~3Sg
2!&uHe~1S!&uN J MJ L ML M&, ~5!

where the electronic spin quantum numberS is not explicitly
indicated being always equal to 1 in the problem trea
here. The quantum numberL stands for the partial wave
representing the rotation of the molecule and the He a
about their common center of mass,ML is the projection of
L̂ onto the laboratory axis, andM is the laboratory projec-
tion of the total angular momentum,M5MJ1ML . At the
collision energies of interest we assume that the oxygen e
tronic state and the helium atom state are preserved
therefore, we suppress the first two kets in Eq.~5! in the
following.

We note here that, at variance with the formulation in t
zero-field limit, the total angular momentum of the systemJ
~equal toN1S1L ) is no longer a good quantum numbe
because differentJs are coupled together by the interacti
with the external field. This means that the dynamical pr
lem is no longer factorizable for different values ofJ, thus
requiring larger numbers of channels to be treated simu
neously. The problem is still factorizable forM, but in gen-
eral, the number of channels to be included for each ca
lation is much larger than in the previous case. Numer
details of the calculations will be given in the following se
tion.

The coupled-channel equations are then propagated u
a log-derivative method@24# and solved subject to scatterin
boundary conditions to yield a scattering matrixS
05271
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^N J MJ L MLuS~M!uN8J8MJ8 L8ML8&. ~6!

As already noted, the projection of the total angular mom
tum M is still a good quantum number, implying thatMJ
1ML5MJ81ML8 . Note that, in general, each of the quantu
numbersN, J, MJ , L, and ML are subject to change in
collision, consistent with conservingM.

Following Ref. @8#, the state-to-state cross sections a
given by

sNJMJ→N8J8M
J8

5
p

kNJMJ

2

3 (
LMLL8ML8

u^N J MJ L MLuS2I uN8J8MJ8 L8ML8&u2

~7!

and the corresponding rate coefficients are given by

KNJMJ→N8J8M
J8
5vNJMJ

sNJMJ→N8J8M
J8
, ~8!

wherevNJMJ
is the relative velocity of the collision partner

before the collision. For notational convenience we will,
the following, refer to collisions that preserve the incide
molecular quantum numbers as ‘‘elastic,’’ and those t
change the quantum numbers as ‘‘loss.’’

III. RESULTS

In this section we consider elastic and state-changing,
elastic rate constants for the incident channeluN J MJ&
5u0 1 1&. At the investigated collision energies~from
1 mK up to 10 K! there are two open inelastic channe
namely,uN J MJ&5u0 1 0& andu0 1 21&, both of which
are untrapped~see Fig. 1!.

A. Magnetic-field dependence

We begin by computing the rate constants for the ela
and spin-flipping transitionsu0 1 1& → u0 1 21& and
u0 1 1& → u0 1 0& in the low-field limit. Results in this
section refer to 1-mK collision energy and are converge
using partial waves up toL56 and including the rotationa
statesN50, 2, 4, and 6 for the oxygen molecules. The ma
mum value ofR to which the coupled-channel equations a
propagated depends on the strength of the field, ranging f
600 bohr in the case of smallest field to 450 bohr for high
values. These parameters assure rate constants conve
within less than 5%, which is adequate for our purposes

In principle, the scattering matrix should be determin
for each possible value of the projection of the total angu
momentumM. However, we know thats-wave collisions
dominate the incident channel at ultralow collision energi
which corresponds for our incident channel to the valueM
51. We have verified that including only theM51 chan-
nels in the calculation changes the results by less than 1%
microkelvin energies; in this section we, therefore, inclu
only this contribution. The number of channels to be prop
gated according to the given convergent quantum numbe
then only 205.
2-3
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Figure 2 shows elastic and inelastic rate constants at
ergyE51 mK and for low values of the field. The inelasti
rate constants are nonzero even at zero field, as show
Ref. @8#. However, in this limit the final states are degener
with the initial state, and inelastic transitions are stron
suppressed by the presence of ad-wave centrifugal barrier in
the exit channel, whose height is about 0.59 K. This effec
able to suppress the molecule loss, at least as long as
collision energy does not exceed the barrier height@9#.

As soon as a field is applied, the thresholds are no lon
degenerate in energy, so that the energy in the exit chann
not as far below the centrifugal barrier. As a consequen
inelastic transitions are no longer as strongly suppres
even in the limit of very low collision energy. Rather, the
increase dramatically even in a weak field, with rates be
boosted by five or six orders of magnitude in a 1-G field.
the other hand, elastic scattering is nearly unchanged by
field.

This sudden increase of the inelastic transition rates
be reproduced semiquantitatively by applying the distort
wave Born approximation~DWBA! @22#, as has been suc
cessfully done for the magnetic dipolar interaction of co
alkali atoms@10,11# as well as in a number of problems
cold collisions @25,26#. The first-order DWBA is a simple
two state perturbation approximation applicable in ca
where inelastic scattering is weak in comparison with ela
scattering. The DWBA expression for the off-diagon
K-matrix elements is

Ki f 52pE
0

`

f i~R!Vi f ~R! f f~R!dR, ~9!

where f i and f f represent the energy normalized scatter
wave function of the initial and final states calculated on
diabatic potential corresponding to the states involved in
inelastic transition.Vi f is the corresponding diabatic cou
pling term of the Hamiltonian~4!. The first-order DWBA
result is shown as a dotted line in Fig. 2.

FIG. 2. Rate constants~logarithmic scale! for collisions of 3He
and 17O2 molecules in theuN J MJ&5u0 1 1& initial state as a
function of the magnetic fieldB and collision energy 1mK, for low
values of the field. Solid lines are the complete quantum mechan
calculation, while dotted lines are the results of the distorted-w
Born approximation~DWBA!. For each curve the final state of th
oxygen molecule is indicated.
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The DWBA also yields information on the threshold d
pendence of the loss rates on energy and field. To see
first note that the spin-changing processes we are conside
are strongly dominated at low collision energy bys waves in
the incident channel, and byd waves in the exit channel
This change of partial wave is necessary to conserve ang
momentum during a collision that changes the molecu
spin. For small values of the magnetic field~for which the
Zeeman splitting does not exceed the height of the exit ch
nel centrifugal barrier! the exit channel is still in the thresh
old regime, whereby the wave functionsf i and f f in Eq. ~9!
can be approximated by the small-argument limit of ener
normalized spherical Bessel functions,

f i}Aki j Li
~kiR!}~kiR!Li11/2,

f f}Akf j L f
~kfR!}~kfR!L f11/2, ~10!

whereki andkf are the incident and final wave numbers a
Li andL f are the incident and final partial waves. Assumi
a small-R cutoff to insure convergence of the integral in E
~9! with respect to 1/R6 singularity in the coupling potentia
Vi f (R), the energy dependence of theK-matrix element is

Ki f }ki
Li11/2kf

L f11/2. ~11!

By considering the relationship betweenKi f and the effective
rate constantKNJMJ→N8J8M

J8
, it is straightforward to show

that the rate constant behaves approximately as

KNJMJ→N8J8M
J8
}ELi~E1DMJgm0B!L f11/2, ~12!

whereE is the collision energy, and we have taken into a
count that the final kinetic energy in the exit channel is
cremented by an amountDEB5DMJgm0B corresponding to
the linear Zeeman shift.DMJ (5MJ2MJ8) stands for the
difference between the initial and final values ofMJ in the
two channels involved in the transition. The actual value
DEB is modified by quadratic Zeeman shift, but the line
approximation is adequate for achieving a simple fitting f
mula. In the present case, these shifts amount to less
10% changes in the approximated rate constants. From
~12!, considering that in our caseLi50 andL f52, a simple
expression for the rate constants can be derived,

KNJMJ→N8J8M
J8
5K0S E1DMJgm0B

E0
D 5/2

, ~13!

where K0 represents an overall scaling constant andE0 is
conveniently chosen as the height of the centrifugal barrie
the exit,d-wave channel. In the limit of very low collision
energy, theDMJgm0B term obviously dominates overE,
leading to a nonzero rate constant, as is the case for exo
mic collisions.

This simple expression allows us to interpret the thresh
behavior of the rates with the field, explaining the 5/2 exp
nential dependence onB found in our calculation and show
explicitly in the bilogarithmic plot for the rate constants~Fig.
3!. Here the dashed lines represent a fit to the rate const

al
e
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MAGNETIC-FIELD EFFECTS IN ULTRACOLD . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 052712
in the limit of zero magnetic field, yielding coefficientsK0
52.73310214 cm3 sec21 and K051.45310214 cm3 sec21

for the transition to the final statesu0 1 21& and u0 1 0&,
respectively. Apart from zeros in the actual rate consta
the overall trend is indeedKNJMJ→N8J8M

J8
}B5/2. The zeros in

the real rates arise from interferences between thes- and
d-wave radial wave functions, as we have verified qual
tively by the DWBA. Nevertheless, the simple on
parameter expression~13! provides a reasonable upp
bound to the complete calculation which, it will be recalle
requires a calculation involving 205 coupled channels.

The simple formula~13! holds, of course, only when bot
incident and final channels are in the threshold regime.
suming low incident energies, this restriction, therefore, li
its the size of magnetic field for which Eq.~13! applies.
Namely, this expression is only useful when the Zeeman
ergy splitting between incident and final states rema
smaller than the height of thed-wave centrifugal barrier. Fo
the channels considered here, these fields are 2430 G
4860 G for theu0 1 21& and u0 1 0& final states, respec
tively. Vertical arrows in Fig. 3 indicate these field value
Relation~13! serves as a useful quick fitting formula for da
at smaller fields, and allows us to generalize the results
tained in this paper also to different systems. Possible ap
cations are discussed in Sec. IV.

When stronger values of the magnetic field are cons
ered, the DWBA is no longer able to reproduce the full c
culation, because the coupling is no longer a weak pertu
tion. Strong field interaction mixes up different channe
leading to a much more complicated picture that cannot
explained in terms of a simple two state model. However
this limit the loss rate constants seem to be unaccept
large anyway, owing to the effectiveness of spin-rotat
coupling in changing spins. For example, ForB;4800 G,
the inelastic rate constant for theuN J MJ&5u0 1 21& exit
channel exceeds that for the elastic one. This indicates th
the high field limit fine-structure changing collisions repr

FIG. 3. Rate constants for collisions of3He and17O2 molecules
in the uN J MJ&5u0 1 1& initial state as a function of the mag
netic fieldB and collision energy 1mK ~bilogarithmic scale!. Solid
lines refer to the exact quantum calculation, while dashed lines r
to the fit using Eq.~13!. For each curve the final state is indicate
Vertical arrows indicate the values of the field for which the diffe
ence of the asymptotic energiesu0 1 1&2u0 1 21& ~or
2u0 1 0&) exceeds the height of the centrifugal barrier.
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cooling processes.

B. Collision energy dependence

In this section, the dependence of elastic and inelastic
constants on the collision energy are analyzed for the z
field limit and for three representative values of the fie
namely, 10, 200, and 4500 G.

In Fig. 4~a!, we report our results for collision energies fo
1 mK–1 K for the four values of the field mentione
above. Elastic scattering, which is largely determined bs
waves in both incident and final channels, is weakly affec
by the strength of the field. For spin-changing collision
however, the energy dependence changes dramatically, in
cordance with Eq.~13!, which is shown in the figure using
dashed lines. Again the trends are well represented, altho
the formula overestimates the rates due to the zeros in
real rates described in the preceding section.

As a general trend, we observe that when the field
increased, the low-energy inelastic rate constants are

er

FIG. 4. ~a! Collision energy dependence of elastic and inelas
rate constants in the range 1mK–1 K ~bilogarithmic scale!. In
each panel the corresponding value of the magnetic field is i
cated. The solid lines refer to the full quantum calculations wh
dashed lines refer to the inelastic rate constants calculated u
relation ~13!, with values ofK0 as given in the text.~b! shows the
total loss rate constant for all four field values simultaneously,
facilitate their comparison. In~b!, only the full quantum calcula-
tions are shown.
2-5
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ALESSANDRO VOLPI AND JOHN L. BOHN PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 052712
stantially pushed up towards the elastic ones, but at hig
energies the rates are less sensitive to the field. This is b
illustrated in Fig. 4~b!, where the total loss rate constan
~that is, the sum of the inelastic scattering in the two e
thermic channels! for the different values of the field ar
plotted together with the elastic channel results in zero fi
~which, as stressed before, are essentially independent o
B value!.

In the range of collision energies from 1mK to 1 K and
for low magnetic fields the rates for elastic collisions rem
significantly higher than the rate for the spin flipping.
particular, at buffer-gas-cooling energies of;1 K and be-
low, the inelastic rate constants are in the 10214 cm3/sec
range, and remain so even in the presence of a field.
result verifies the suitability of the17O2 molecule for BGC.
Given the comparatively small uncertainties in the PES@23#,
the results shown here are probably fairly realistic for
He-O2 system.

We have continued the analysis in the range of collis
energies from 1 to 10 K. We note that for energies larger t
the height of the centrifugal barrier, the approximation
including onlyM51 in the calculation is no longer accura
within a few percent, as was the case at lower energy.
checked that in this energy range the full calculations incl
ing all the possibleM values provides results that differ~in
the worst case! by about a factor of 3 for the inelastic cha
nels and by about a factor of 5 for the elastic ones. The
calculation is computationally very expensive forB.0, as
opposed to the case of zero field where a total-J basis can be
adopted. Results indicate that inelastic rates for high co
sion energies are not much lower than elastic rates, an
course, become higher still at energies where resona
exist.

At collision energies above 1 K both Feshbach and shap
resonances appear in the cross sections, as noted in Re@8#.
We find that these resonances move somewhat as a fun
of the magnetic field. Nevertheless, they are sufficiently n
row that they are completely ‘‘washed out’’ by thermal ave
aging in a gas. We, therefore, present these results as a
tion of temperature rather than energy. To this end
assume a Maxwellian velocity distribution of the collisio
partners characterized by a kinetic temperatureT. The ther-
mally averaged rate constants are then expressed as

K̄~T!5S 8kBT

pm D 1/2 1

~kBT!2E0

`

Es~E!e2E/kBTdE, ~14!

where kB is the Boltzmann constant ands(E) stands for
cross sections. To compute this average, the values of
cross sections forE.10 K are extrapolated from their va
ues at 10 K.

Averaged rate constants are shown in Fig. 5 for the sa
set of field values as in Fig. 4. The condition for magne
trapping to be successful is usually expressed asKel
.10Kloss @27#, so that we can conclude that for collisions
17O2 with 3He this condition is fulfilled at least for tempera
tures up to 1 K and values of the field for which th
asymptotic Zeeman splitting does not exceed the heigh
the exit channel centrifugal barrier.
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IV. APPLICATIONS

Even in the absence of detailed information on cold c
lisions of a particular molecule, the fitting formula~13! can
be used as an approximate guide to what the rates migh
For example, we can inquire about the prospects for eva
ratively cooling 17O2 molecules once they have been su
cessfully cooled in a first stage of BGC. For this system,
d-wave centrifugal barrier height is;13 mK, meaning that
the threshold law is expected to hold for field values sma
than ;53 G for transitions that produce one or more m
ecules in theu0 1 21& final state.

In the case of17O2 cold collisions we have access to th
zero-field calculations of Ref.@9#. We have fit the energy
dependence of all the inelastic rate constants to yield
dashed curve labeled ‘‘B50’’ in Fig. 6, which represents the
total loss. The full calculation~solid line! has some addi-
tional features due to scattering resonances near zero en

FIG. 5. Thermally averaged elastic~solid line! and total loss
~dashed line! rates for3He-17O2 collisions as a function of tempera
ture. In each panel, the corresponding value of the magnetic fie
indicated.

FIG. 6. Comparison between elastic and total loss rate const
for collisions of 17O2 moleculeswith each other, for several repre-
sentative values of the field. The zero-field results~solid line! are
reproduced from Ref.@9#. The field-dependent estimates~dashed
lines! are based on a fit of Eq.~13! to the zero-field rates. Fitted
results are shown only for field values and collision energy ran
where Eq.~13! is expected to hold.
2-6
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but this will not affect our conclusions here. Based on
zero-field fit, we use Eq.~13! to estimate the loss rates i
nonzero field. The general trends are the same, namely
rates rise sharply at low energy, but are roughly field in
pendent at larger energies.

For evaporative cooling to be successful requires, roug
speaking, that the ratio of elastic to inelastic collision ra
Kel /K loss should exceed 100@28#. For the estimated result
shown in Fig. 6, this condition holds only at energies bel
;1 mK for fields as low as 10 G, and not at all for nea
critical fields of;50 G. Thus evaporative cooling from a
initially buffer-gas-cooled sample may prove trickier th
previously expected. On the other hand, BGC is charac
ized by a large number of molecules cooled in the init
step; it is possible that a certain loss can be tolerated,
that a final sample at submicrokelvin temperatures will s
hold enough molecules to reach critical phase space de
for BEC. Detailed kinetic simulations are required to det
mine if this is so. Alternatively, a recent proposal sugge
that NH molecules could be cooled via Stark slowing
temperatures as low as 1 mK@29#. In this case EC may work
quite well.

For many systems of interest to ultracold studies, th
does not exist any information on spin-changing collisions
low enough temperatures. In such cases it may be possib
make order-of-magnitude guesses anyway. For example,
pose a rate constant is known for higher-temperature c
sions. In the absence of any other information we could s
ply assert that the rate has the same value at the energE0
corresponding to the height of the centrifugal barrier. T
fitting formula ~13! then gives the behavior of this rate
lower temperatures. For example, the zero-field rate cons
in the first panel of Fig. 5 has a value of 10211 cm3/sec at a
temperature of 4 K. Extrapolating this value down toE0
50.59 K yields a coefficientK057.2310214 cm3/sec for
the total loss, higher than the fit to the low-energy calculat
just by a factor of 2.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

One of the main aims of this paper is to understand i
broad sense collision of paramagnetic molecules in the li
of ultralow temperatures in the presence of a magnetic fi
This is a part of our effort in showing that molecules wi
nonzero spin in the lowest-energy state~such as17O2 inves-
tigated here! can be successfully cooled and used for BE
purposes.

Elastic and inelastic scattering in presence of a magn
field for the specific system3He-17O2 has been characterize
in detail. Our attention has been focused on the lowest-ly
trappable state of the molecule. This information is imme
ately relevant for BGC of molecular oxygen, and sugge
that the presence of the field does not particularly hinder
BGC process. This work extends previous predictions t
referred to the oxygen molecule in zero field@8,9#, and defi-
nitely assess the theoretical possibility for trapping this s
cies.

Moreover, we have illustrated the simple underlying phy
ics of spin-changing rates in general. For low enough fie
such that both the incident and exit channels are in
threshold regime, the rate constants vary according to
Wigner’s-law dependence (E1DMJgm0B)5/2. This insight
allows us to make estimates of rate constants beyond
ones calculated in detail. In particular, a small field w
found to have a dramatic effect on the evaporative cooling
17O2, which must be taken into account in future expe
ments aimed at quantum degenerate molecular gases.
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